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Medical Review Firm Deploys Evolve IP’s Award Winning IP
Phone System and Call Center; Reduces Costs By 65%
“Evolve IP’s Compliance
and Security Solutions
Enable Healthcare Organization to Maintain
HIPAA Compliance In
the Cloud.”

WAYNE, Pa - Today Evolve IP announced that a national medical review company
has replaced its legacy phone system and call center with Evolve IP’s cloud services;
significantly improving their IT efficiency and reducing costs by 65 percent. Evolve IP’s
award-winning cloud-based services, including HIPAA compliant call recording, now
support 400+ users nationwide across seven call centers, as well as a large base of
remote users.
The firm, which reviews doctors’ diagnoses and prescribed treatments to ensure
they align with best practices in the medical field, needed a cloud services provider with
a platform to support HIPAA compliance and one who would sign a Business Associate
Agreement (BAA).
“As we began to grow sharply, our aging on-premise phone system could no longer
support our expanding voice needs or remote workforce. We needed a modern, flexible
solution that would bolster our growth – not inhibit it,” noted the firm’s manager of IT
Services. “With Evolve IP we have reduced costs and maintained HIPAA compliance; all
while improving our business.”

“With Evolve IP we have reduced costs and maintained
HIPAA compliance; all while improving our business.”

With their new unified communications system and call center the organization has seen
significant business benefits including:
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•

HIPAA Compliance. Evolve IP’s ongoing certifications and standardizations (e.g.
SOC III), as well as security and point solutions, maintain the organization’s HIPAA
compliance in the cloud.

•
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Improved Flexibility. The system easily scales up to handle heavy call volumes and
back down so they only pay for services and licenses as needed.
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Business Intelligence. Evolve IP’s exclusive web portal, OSSmosis, delivers
monitoring and control with crucial insights and analytics. The firm now has
reporting that gives full visibility into key metrics, such as the number of callers in
the queue and peak times for phone traffic.
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•

Disaster Recovery / Business Continuity. The company can now ensure uninterrupted customer service regardless of conditions at an individual office. This winter,
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for example, when the company’s East coast office was inaccessible due to heavy
snowfall, calls were easily re-routed to agents’ mobile phones via the web. This
completely avoided service disruption and allowed agents to work safely from their
homes.
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“Evolve IP ensures healthcare companies maintain HIPAA compliance in the cloud;
all while delivering stellar business results,” says Tim Allen, CSO of Evolve IP. “As we
have seen across our customer base, the Evolve IP cloud platform not only reduces
an organization’s overall expenses, it adds valuable insight and analytics, provides
business continuity and enables greater associate productivity.”
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About Evolve IP:
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Evolve IP is The Cloud Services Company™. Designed from the beginning to provide
organizations with a unified option for cloud services, Evolve IP enables decision-makers
to migrate all or select IT technologies to its award-winning cloud platform. Evolve IP’s
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combination of security, stability, scalability and lower total cost of ownership is fundamentally superior to outdated legacy systems and other cloud offerings. Today, more than
75,000 users in the US and globally depend daily on Evolve IP for virtual data centers /
servers, virtual desktops, unified communications, disaster recovery, contact centers, and
more. Visit www.EvolveIP.net or http://blog.EvolveIP.net.
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